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EDITOR’S NOTE

Andrew Shelley
Sian Wilson

Hello and a Happy New Year from the team here at
Distant Sound. We are beyond happy to bring you our
first 2017 edition. In it, we hope to perk up your
interests in some bands and artists from around the
world, our opinions on some of the best Anime and
gaming soundtracks, and steer you towards what can
be learnt from festivals around the globe, in our
Further Afield piece. We hope you enjoy reading it as
much as we enjoyed creating it.
Maddy Hardman
Rupert Taylor
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SEEKING
REFUGE IN
MUSIC

For decades our island has been a
sanctuary for desperate asylum seekers.
Not only a place to call home, but a
culture to which they can offer their
multifaceted talents. Amidst the largest
refugee crisis since World War II, it
would be heinous to shun the millions
of individuals whose heritage is already
so deeply engrained in our own history
through music, art, food and tradition.

in war torn Sri Lanka. Everything
about M.I.A refers to her foreign roots and
upbringing; even her name is a reference
to her cousin’s ‘Missing In Action’ status in
Sri Lanka.

Top hats and turbans:
the musicians hanging
their hats in honour of home
Shapla Salique is a Bangladeshi born,
British musician, with influences dating
further back than your typical Beatles or
Stones fan. Her Asian heritage lead her to
discover the work of Baul saint Lalon, a 19th
century social reformer and poet. Since,
Shapla has recorded and released her own
album No Boundaries, with the intention
of spreading the spiritual connection she
experienced through Lalon’s music.
Shapla isn’t the first Eastern refugee to find
asylum in Britain, and create music inspired
by her cultural inheritance. Though born
in West London, Mathangi Arulpragasam,
known more commonly by her stage name
M.I.A, spent the first 11 years of her life
living

YOU’RE NEVER TOO OLD FOR
CARTOONS...
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Ranging from the 1980s to present
day, through hip hop, jazz and
metal, here are a few of the
best anime opening themes
hailing from Japan
(Sorry Pokemon):

Silhouette – KANA-BOON
The tune that every anime fan will
immediately spring to, the 16th
opening of Naruto: Shippuden. It’s
not often one is able to sing along
to an entirely Japanese song, but
the chorus just begs for it.

Again – YUI
The first
opening of the critically acclaimed
series
Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood, the
theme is full of youth and a kind of juvenile vigour, much
like the series. The snappy staccato pre-choruses are
enough to make your heart race.

Tank! – Seatbelts
From one of the most iconic series of the 1980s,
“Tank!” by Seatbelts is the heart and soul of Cowboy
Bebop. The thumping, walking bassline and dramatic
congas epitomise the atmosphere of the show, and
its main man Spike Spiegel. Mixing space with jazz
was always going to be a good idea.

Battlecry – Nujabes ft. SHINGO2
An anime that mixes genres and eras with true style,
Samurai Champloo follows unlikely frenemies through
the Edo era, underscored by classic sounding hip
hop, all produced by Nujabes. The main theme
boasts a hypnotic beat that somehow fits the style of
17th century Japan like a handcrafted sword.
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In A Word

Red Hot Chilli Peppers to headline Benicassim 2017. The four-day
Spanish music festival 2017 line-up also includes The 1975, The
Vaccines, Jamie XX and many more popular artists. Leading us to
wonder, are European festivals better than well-known British and
American ones?

Here is a list of the three most vibrant, innovative and immense festivals
in Europe that might cause you to cough up a bit of extra money next
summer for that ultimate festival experience.

Roskilde Festival

Exit Festival

In one word: Enchanting

Multi-genre festival held at the Petrovaradin
Fortress, Serbia. Snoop Dog and Pet Shop Boys
have graced the main stage in previous years. EXIT
goes all-out, all night in a 17th Century fortress.

Held in Roskilde, Denmark. It was originally
aimed at hippies in the 1970s but now caters
to the mainstream market. The 2017 line up
has currently confirmed Foo Fighters for its
headlining act.
In a word: Authentic

Sziget Festival

One of the largest festivals in Europe that takes place
in Budapest, Hungary. Genres vary from Jazz, Rock and
Pop. Previous acts have included Rihanna, Bastille and
Muse.
In a word: Flamboyant
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Ooh la la...

With our in depth piece on MHD this issue, we thought
we’d give you three more French rappers to check out, if
you’ve not already…
Booba

Former break dancer and one half of the duo Lunatic, Booba (Elie Yaffa)
is now the most legally downloaded French artist and has sold over 10
million CDs over his career. Booba is well-known in France for his unique
writing style that is often controversial in his subject choices and dissing
other rappers. One of Booba’s key characteristics is his frequent use of
auto tune.

MC Solaar

Senegalese and Chadian rapper MC Solaar (Claud M’Barali) has been in
the rap music scene since the 1990s. He is best known for his complex
style of rap which involves lyricism, word play and inquiry. He was originally signed to ‘Talkin’ Loud’ (London acid jazz label.) In his career he has
released seven studio albums.

La Fouine

(Laouni Mouhid) is a French rapper of Moroccan origin. He is well-known
for his bad-boy image, leaving school at 14 and becoming a drug dealer
at 16. His rap style is influenced by West Coast American hip- hop, fast
paced and of similar topics.
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KP
For those that are unaware, when Kevin Parker can’t be found in his
home studio working on grooves for his band Tame Impala, he can be
found in his home studio, working on the final stages of other artists’
masterpieces. His latest piece of production work raised a few eyebrows
among the psychedelic band’s fans, arriving in the form of pop eyepopper Lady Gaga’s new album Joanne. Earlier this year, Parker also
got involved in the production of one of the most award-nominated
albums of the last twelve months: Rihanna’s Anti.
However, some of Parker’s most exciting production work was carried
out in a seaside home in France, with his girlfriend of the time. Melody’s
Echo Chamber, the eponymous album from Melody Prochet may be
unbeknownst to the mainstream Tame Impala fan, but is an LP that
should make it on the shelf of any self-professed psych-head. The
album is dipped in honey – sonically speaking – Parker adding his
trademark wash of sunshine to every song.
It seems with all this work, as well as writing everything
heard on Tame Impala’s three beautiful albums,
Kevin Parker’s reputation as an introvert may
not stem from a lack of love for social
interactions, but perhaps a lack of time
for them.

FIFA
ULTIMATE
STREAMS
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Since the midnoughties, EA’s video
game soundtracks
have featured artists
from every corner of
the world , reflecting the
global spread of
the so called beautiful
game. Here’s some of
the finest examples:

Damian “Jr Gong” Marley - Welcome To Jamrock (FIFA 06)

Bob Marley stands as one of music’s finest bridges with football. It’s only fitting
that his youngest son treads the same bridge, performing the fittingly timeless
groove of ‘Welcome To Jamrock’. Evidently Jamaica’s music crop outweighs
their football harvest, as this is the only Jamaican feature of 06.
Digitalism - Circles (FIFA 12)

For those long time-killing sessions, where you’re flicking between the training
arena and your ultimate team, an explosive German electro-trance track would
never go amiss in the accompanying atmosphere. The indiscernible synth,
combined with the lo-fi, lo-effort, vocals, makes for perfect personal hypnosis.

Bomba Estero - Soy Yo (FIFA 16)

EA can’t resist having a plethora of Latino samba tracks on each game, which
can’t be disputed too heavily as ‘Soy Yo’ worms a footstomp rhythm into your
game-time groove. Attitude, flare and a whole load of whistling along will be
inspired by Bomba Estero’s Colombian interjection.
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Close Eyes to
Exit - Klangstof
In the same way that they created
a redundant stage name, (“Klang”
meaning reverb and “Stof” meaning
dust in Norwegian) Klangstof also
created their debut album ‘Close Eyes
to Exit’ with the intention of creating
ambiguity amongst listeners regarding
song meanings.
Lead vocalist Koen Van De Wardt grew
up in relative isolation in the mountain
and lake-filled Norway. During his
childhood he taught himself to play
the guitar and ended up playing bass
in indie band Titans. Van De Wardt
confesses “I was a king and now I’m
falling” in the poignant track ‘Hostage’
to reflect feeling stuck and yearning
for a creative outlet whilst being in
Titans. Halfway into the track a haunting
howling flutters in and signals a
rustic guitar solo, taking it from sweet
and subtle background music to an
elaborate piece.

Some tracks are like tissue paper, so
delicate in their composition. For
example, ‘Ignore Me’ begins with a
rippling echo that feels very organic
and gritty. In contrast ‘Amansworld’ has
a more electronic, sci-fi like twist with its
highly modern, techno tune.
The penultimate track on the album,
‘Butcher’, is the most complex. It
begins with distorted vibration that
then punches into a fragile use of
strings. Despite the sparse lyrics the
track is soul-stirring and ties the album
together perfectly, uplifting it after some
undeniably gloomy songs.
The album feels very familiar with
a distinct Radiohead feel due to
its complex and experimental
instrumentals, similar to ‘OK Computer’
and very Chris Martin-esque vocals.
Close Eyes to Exit feels exceptionally
raw and handcrafted. The juxtaposing
modern elements with the naturalistic
ones marry together to create a perfect
indie album.
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According to NME, Zayn Malik’s new
album could sound very different to
his first. “We’re talking about doing
a song with him and AR Rahman
together and I’m having Zayn in
Urdu, it’s real similar to Hindi but it’s
Pakistani language,” said producer
Malay in November. He went on to
say, “it’s a modern-sounding song,
but for him to sing in that language is
kind of powerful.”
Malay has a very valid point: a change
in language can often put a different
spin on the meaning and the entire
feel of a song, sometimes making it
more powerful. Take David Bowie’s
‘Life on Mars’ covered by Portuguese
singer Se Jorge. Stripping away
Bowie’s iconic vocals from the track
gives it an entirely different mood.
Although this cover isn’t for everyone,
being completely different from the

original, you can’t argue that the
language change ruins the song.
Some may argue that emotion from
songs is brought out through the
lyrics, being able to connect and
relate to the lyrics is a big part of a
musical piece. But I believe listening
to songs that aren’t from our native
tongue allows us to focus on the
music side more intuitively, taking
emotion not only from what is being
said in the song but how the music
has been composed. Not to mention
some languages are far more
pleasing to our ears than English.
Take ‘The Prayer’ by Celine Dion and
Andrea Bocelli, the bilingual track is
so beautiful due to the changes in
language. The Italian segments of the
song due to compliments the track
better than the English portions due
to it being Bocelli’s first language. It

is a highly emotive song, I would
argue one of the most moving
of all time, despite the language
changes.

I’m not alone in enjoying foreign
language songs. There has been
great success over the years from
non-English speaking artists in
overseas markets. For example
Richie Valens released the highly
successful ‘La Bamba’ (sung in
Spanish) in 1958 and reached
number 22 on the US Billboard.
There have also been other
successful Spanish hits, from Los
Del Rio with ‘Macarena’ in 1993
and ‘The Ketchup Song’ from no
other than Las Ketchup in 2002,
both reaching number 1 in the
US. Part of the fun of some songs
was the language barrier, being
at school discos trying to sing
along to them guessing/making
up your own lyrics. Besides, not all
songs have to have a meaning or
be emotive, we often love songs
regardless of the depth of lyricism.

Johnny Cash- ‘Ring of
Fire’ (Spanish)

Charli XCX – ‘Boom Clap’
(Japanese)

Blondie- ‘Sunday Girl’ (French)

Did you enjoy these songs,
regardless of the language? To
me that proves that a great song
remains terrific almost regardless
of the tongue, as a song is much
more than a simple set of words
set to some notes. It’s a complete
package, the core of which can
travel from region to region without
its power being lost in translation.
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On the receiving end of an inevitably
glitchy skype call, Stian Iversen, Frode
Boris and Christian Line broadcast
their insights on the creation, and
inspirations of their self titled debut
album - ‘Chain Wallet’ is a shoegaze
envisionment of their sombre
Norwegian hometown, Bergen.
Alongside lead vocal duties on
tracks, Iversen takes a front seat to
voice his perspectives from the off,
tentatively beginning with a run down
of the album’s success. “Reviews in
magazines and blogs have been
really good”, he says before backing
this up with reasoning for their choice
of lo-fi sound. “We listen to a lot of
music from the 80s, like New Order,
but also lots of new music. There’s
a lot of cool things happening in
Bergen right now”.

Bergen, overshadowed by
Norway’s longest and deepest fjord
‘Sognefjord’, is home to 300,000
people. “It’s a small city but there are
a lot of musicians and the quality of
their music is great”, Iversen tells us
before Boris jumps in, commenting
on Norway’s variety of sounds. “It’s
almost like indie music in our city,
whilst Oslo is more pop music. Our
hometown, Stavanger, is more like a

As things wrap up, the band endeavour to spread the word of their upcoming
shows in Berlin and London this Spring. Chain Wallet sound confident that
their dreamy guitar penchant can take them from the lives of 9-5’ers, and fulfil
their hopes of hitting the big time overseas.

“It’s gonna sound like Chain Wallet, but we kind of want to do
some new stuff...we used the twelve string a bit to make it sound fresh and
new”, he continues.

The notion of discussing their
music on an international scale
is clearly a topic that excites
this up and coming group,
as they exchange over their
next album’s progress.
“We’re already in the
process of making it”,
says Iversen.

off one another’s analytical offerings, as Frode develops his bandmates’
comment, “Norwegians also don’t like this (our) kind of music, so we need
to make it for a bigger audience.” Boris also suggests that the decision to
sing in English was a ready-made path for them, “Our lyrics are covered in
metaphors... painting emotional pictures with the language. I think we would
have been too straightforward if we were to write lyrics in Norwegian. It
would’ve been more descriptive”

CHAIN WALLET
rock n roll city.”
Iversen sheds more light on the
reflective moods in the band’s music,
as he points out “Bergen definitely
was (an inspiration) because it
rains a lot - It’s dark from four in
the afternoon”. Though Iversen’s
deadpan tone could make anyone
suspect sarcasm, Boris’ addition
induces clarity to the matter, “There’s
always a sinister mist hanging over
the city. It’s a very dark and dystopian
place - but also very beautiful.”
As conversation makes its way into
more specific realms, Line explains
why the band perform their music in
English.
“I think you have
to choose

if you wanna aim for a
Norwegian market. It’s kinda
hard to hit it off abroad if you sing
in Norwegian - there’s
maybe just
a couple of
bands that
can pull that off”.
By this point the
three guys are
bouncing
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CRYSTAL
FIGHTERS
breathe
a new
lease of
life in every
second that
ticks by.

A clearly difficult last two years for the
band have inspired some outstanding
tracks for their archive - ‘Ways I Can’t
Tell’ opens with lead singer Sebastian
Pringle singing: “You and me, peas
in a pod, me on the guitar, you on
the drums”, and it becomes hard not
not instantly connect with them. For
the most part, a quintessential Crystal
Fighters album that seeps what
they’re all about: joy, exuberance and
most of all life.

For every
moment they
manage to pick
you up with one
of their stronger in-your
face tunes like second track ‘Yellow
Sun’, occasionally the album drops
off and can lack the consistency
and stability that they work so hard
to evoke in the first place. ‘In Your
Arms’ is a meagre attempt to follow
the mainstream - something Crystal
Fighters are unique for not doing and becomes a number that would
fit into your bog-standard Saturday
night club anthems.

EVERYTHING IS MY FAMILY

“If troubled times come, just embrace
it, a little kiss and then, let go.” Crystal
Fighters know more than most about
the meaning of troubled times:
since the passing of their drummer
Andrea Marongiu in 2014, this band
of Spanish/English personell mix
have been relatively mute - as to
be expected. The opening to their
first album in three years is a simple
Spanish spoken word - with English
translation - obituary/ode to their
former member.
Cornering the market of being singalong festival-specialists, this album
was always going to be a blend of
carefully thought out sensitivity, and
their own unique carnival style-folk,
that they successfully produce time
and
time again. As
with Crystal
Fighters
albums gone
past, they
come into
their own
when they
relish the
prospect of
escaping
reality, with
dreamful
rhythm
sections
that

The

Whilst many people are
undoubtedly fearing the
future, there has yet to be
any real significant changes,
which artist manager
Serena of Cat Music
Management points out:
“In reality the only impact
that we have really seen
since June’s result is a drop
in sterling, which has meant
that touring outside the UK
has become more costly.
The upside to this is that
emerging artists/bands
from outside the UK are
now able to look at the UK
as a viable place to come
and tour, due to this being
much more affordable
for them. I feel that many
people are presuming
the worst and reading a
lot into what has yet to be
decided.”

market, and bands have
practically had to pay to
play there in the beginning
of their careers. If the free
movement is hindered
and more paperwork and
permits are required less
bands will make it there
(and probably less UK
bands will take the step out
to Europe).”
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Admitting that “we can’t
really do much until we
know exactly what changes
are going to happen”, The
Frankly’s stand in the same
gloomy mist of uncertain
times that many others
throughout the continent
and arts industry.

UK based punk-rock
band The Frankly’s
are a blend of British and
Swedish members, and
they share that their “minds
were racing in the lead up
to the vote whether the
two Swedes would even
be allowed to stay in the
country that they’ve called
home for nearly 10 years.”
They add: “We have a
good following in mainland
Europe and going out
there to play gigs is a good
source of income for us,
and a way to gain even
more fans. Of course, we
don’t know what exactly
is going to happen when
Brexit is pushed through
- having to declare all the
merchandise we are selling
in each country, paying a
tax on every CD, every t-shirt
we sell, having to organise
and pay for different visas
for each and every country
we go to.”

Effect

Brexit

Everyone throughout
the world knows what
took place as the results of
the EU Referendum started
to pour into Britain on June
24th, 2016; the Bank of
England threw a ‘wobbly’,
the stock markets crashed,
and the British currency fell
to an all time low, but what
kind of implications could it
have on those in the world
music industry?

To be clear, we’re not
talking about the industry
giants of Adele, Sony and
Apple, no; the concern
stands with the people
who are flying the flag of
ground roots music; the
up-and-comers who make
you gleam from ear to ear
when they play the circuit
of bars on a Tuesday night.
For these people, the next
few years could provide a
worrying time.
Carl-Marcus Gidlöf of
Swedish record label
ICEA - Icons Creating Evil
Art - believes his main
concern lies within the
streaming aspect of the
industry: “The UK has been
a tough market for new
artists to tour for a long
time because it’s been
considered a tastemaker
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“I’ve added a good African touch
to rap in France,” is how emerging
afro-trap artist MHD explained his
uniqueness to online magazine
MusicAfrica.net. And his singular
qualities are yielding results: he’s
racked up a million YouTube plays,
450,000 Facebook likes, and embarked
on a European tour.

Iconic French rapper Booba was a
huge inspiration for MHD as a DIY
artist. He is an example of someone
who conducted a solo business,
clothing brand and networking. When
asked by ‘Jeune Arique’ magazine
about further influences he said “Artists
like Davido, Wizkid, P-Square, Emma
Nura, artists I listen to every day.”

In April 2016 he released his self-titled
debut album ‘MHD’ that is inspired
by everyday life, friends, family and his
surroundings. The album also includes
a collaboration with Angélique
Kidjo, a Grammy award winner from
Benin. After joining French rapper
Booba on his tour in January 2016,
MHD is now touring all over Europe,
venturing to Germany, Switzerland, The
Netherlands and Austria.

A brand new genre
called afro trap has
arrived in 2016, and
the French love it.

But what, exactly, is afro trap? Simply
take sub-genre trap that came from
1990s/2000s Southern US hip-hop,
typically fast paced and ominous lyrics,
then add a bit of African rhythms and
the result is African trap. Mohamed
Sylla better known as MHD has created
a real movement, followed by other
rappers such as Cirus aka “Y du V”.

MHD, now 21, grew up in the 19th
arrondissement of Paris, a son of
Senegalese-Guinean immigrants,
with very little exposure to the rap
culture. MHD claims he did not
invent afro trap, he says he had just
given the whole thing a name and
interpreted it in his own way.

During an interview with German
music magazine ‘Splash! Mag’ last
spring he explained how his afro
trap love began. “Me and my buddy
have always listened to African
music, dancing, singing and so on.
I remember being in a hotel room
when we heard the song ‘Shekini’
for the first time.” (afro trap Nigerian
band P-Square)

MHD is a DIY artist, he is where he is
today by his own determination and
creativity. He began writing in 2009
and as of 2011 he began making
videos and held small neighborhood
concerts as well as filming at scrap
yards and parking lots in the suburbs
of Paris.

He had his first major hit on social
media when he and a neighbor shot
a freestyle self-video and uploaded
it to Facebook called ‘Afro Trap’. As
a result the video had quickly gone
viral and people began demanding
an “Afro Trap Part 2” and that’s exactly
what he did.

MHD has been in the top 15 most
Shazamed artists in France for a
number of weeks for his track ‘A Kele
Nta’. Find out why the public is so
interested in MHD’s talent -see for
yourself.
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The pool of musical talent Europe possess
at this moment in time is as strong as it has
been in recent years: Rat Boy, Blossoms
and Christine and the Queens are more
than flying the flag for young Europeans.
There are scenes sprouting all over the
continent that need to be pushed, and with
the platforms MTV have, they should be
stepping up to the plate. We know MTV as
a model aren’t quite where they used to be,
but recognising that sponging money from
different audiences round the globe isn’t all
there is left in this game.

It appears obvious the promotion of young,
up-and-coming European artists aren’t at
the forefront of the producers mind, but
then is that what a crowd of roughly 25,000
people want to see? Possibly not. The Bruno
Mars’, The Weeknd, Shawn Mendes, these
are what the selfie-taking teens came for,
an opportunity to see an act they wouldn’t
normally get the chance to see, but who’s to
say that’s all they want to see?

are admittedly
at the top of
their game.
Time and
time again
though, we’re
force fed the
same artists
performing
the same
old songs,
the same bands
picking up the same
old awards and the same cringeworthy
moments from, well, just about everyone
involved - surprisingly this years had no real
major stand-out winners on this front.

What Are The EMAs For?

Twerking dance routines. Screaming
teens taking selfies. More fireworks
than a Guy Fawkes themed
orgy. Sounds exactly like any
other modern day music awards
ceremony, right? Our attention
of this piece turn to the 2016
November MTV European Music
Awards. Now, If you thought the
EMAs were there to celebrate and
showcase European artists, you’d be
wrong, very wrong, but also forgiven.
Of 55 of the so called “main categories” Best Song, Best Live - 37 of the nominations
were from either Canada or the U.S. That’s a
massive 67%. It is also the exact percentage
of North American performers at this years
show: Green Day, Bruno Mars and One
Republic to name but a few. If 67% of the
nominees and performers are from North
America, what is it the European music
industry supposed to be celebrating? Are
we to have a glisten in our eyes and drool
over these “superstars” that are gracing us
with their presence?
The only real - tenuous - link that can be
found between the ceremony and its title
is the yearly change of location that occurs
within Europe: in recent years Glasgow,
Frankfurt and Belfast have played host, but
2016 saw the year of Rotterdam to take the
stage.
So what exactly are the EMAs? The MTV
EMA website states: “(the EMAs were)
created with the aim of honoring the
music and artists that fans love.” Granted,
at no point do MTV say the ceremony is
specifically for European artists - if they
have, they’ve hidden it very well - but taking
place exactly two weeks after the EMAs
are the American Music Awards, featuring
essentially the same bulk of artists - who

MORE COMEDY MUSIC, PLEASE!

To our comedians, I say - try sitting down
with a guitar; our musicians, I say - try stand
up. A sad song splits opinions, but a song
that makes you laugh does nothing other
than pump those endorphins. It’s a sure fire
win.
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A walk from the kitchen to the toilet in my house featured in the UK top 3 in 1991. Likewise for
can sometimes feel like a stroll through a tiny
Rowan Atkinson, Mel Smith, and
festival, with an assortment of music seeping out the rest of the ‘Not The Nine
from every bedroom like downscaled stages.
O’Clock News’ team, whose early
Recently, I’ve begun to notice the omission
80s records ‘Not The
of one - the comedy stage. With the infinite
Nine O’Clock News’
emotional control that music can have over us, and ‘Hedgehog
surely it’s the perfect vessel for comedians to
Sandwich’ reached
inject their material into. Like a doughnut’s filling No.5 in the 1980
tastes better inside its casing, comedy moments and 1981 charts
can be heightened by a correlating riff or catchy respectively.
rhyme.
Brilliantly funny,
but lacking the
So, the question is: Why, with our abundant
commitment, class
talent in both fields of art, don’t the British
and longevity
produce commercially successful comedy
required to take it
music?
any further than
a moneymaking
A look into the world’s most prolific musoside-project.
comedians will tell you that it’s possible; Tim
Minchin’s groundbreaking exploration of
Interestingly,
amusing lyrics and bizarre song topics has lead there are very few,
him to worldwide icon status; just as Flight of the if any examples of
Conchords’ musical parody virtuoso has taken
musicians turned
them to Hollywood heights - Bret McKenzie was comedians. Is
even honoured with an Oscar for his work on
there a hierarchical
The Muppets. Even Germany’s 257ers topped
feud between the
charts with their innuendo ridden track ‘Holz’.
worlds of comedy
and music? One
Alas, there’s an awful bareness to the list of
which makes this
chart-topping, Oscar-winning, song-wielding
boundary too restrictive
comedians from these isles. Is it something
for comedians to cross, or too
in the water? Or a lack of some kind of talent
demeaning for musicians to even flirt
nectar flowing through every current but the
with. If so, it can only be so much - a
North Atlantic?
perceived truth, created by the industry
big-dogs to prevent an inevitable and
universal takeover for chucklesome tunes.

Sure, certain British and Irish comedians have
succeeded in pulling out a melodic quip or two
- Bill Bailey and David O’Doherty both flaunt an
aptitude for bass-line/punch-line combinations
- yet, nothing chart worthy, and certainly nothing
more than a viral flash in the pan.
Monty Python had a run of hit songs, most
notably “Always Look on the Bright Side of Life”
from their 1979 film ‘The Life of Brian’, which
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Mount Ninji
and da Nice
Time Kid

After two years of rubbing elbows
with celebrities their first silver
screen performance in ‘Chappie’,
Die Antwoord released studio
album number four in September
2016. ‘Mount Ninji and da Nice
Time Kid’ is a sixteen track epic,
produced by Cypress Hill’s DJ
Muggs and featuring Dita Von
Teese, Sen Dog and Lil Tommy
Terror (just six years old at the
time).

From track one it’s evident that
the drama Die Antwoord thrive on
has been ramped up to eleven,
perhaps at the expense of lyrical
content this time. ‘We Have
Candy’, the opening track with
an atmosphere of scary B movie
with too much money thrown at it,
boasts an addictive beat as well as
Ninja and Yolandi Vi$$er’s voices
at their most versatile.
Really though, the song
is about coffee, cake and
generally reinstating what
the average listener will
already have deduced –
Die Antwoord are weird.
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If there is one thing the South
African duo are adept at rapping
about – among weed, cars and
money – it’s themselves. ‘Rats Rule’,
the eighth track on the album,
may not be the rave or riot you
find on some of the best Die
Antwoord tunes, but Jack Black’s
verses create theatre. Rats act as a
metaphor for all those considered
weirdos, especially themselves, and
this tune places them at the top
of the food chain. The influence
of recent American hip hop really
shines in tracks like ‘Fat Faded
F*** Face’ and ‘Street Light’, even
if Ninja has insisted across Die
Antwoord’s whole back catalogue
that new rap has nothing on them.

Next to the lo-fi romp debut that
is ‘$O$’, ‘Mount Ninji and da Nice
Time Kid’ is a gold-plated,
diamond-encrusted dollar
sign pendant around the
neck of a holographic
unicorn – entirely
overstated, gaudy, and
sickly sweet.
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Further Afield

From the outside looking in, the UK festival scene can seem a daunting and somewhat
unhinged collection of muddy fields and sweaty bandanas. Though there may be some
truth to that, what it does offer is a huge range of genres, price ranges, themes and
gimmicks, more and more so each year. However, with travel cheaper and easier than
ever, the festivals of choice for many Brits now lie outside the British Isles.
Alex Stevens shed some light on his experiences with festivals further afield, as the
Creative Director of Dour Festival in Belgium:
In the UK there always seems to be
“I don’t know the UK market enough to be
a slight feeling of dissatisfaction with honest… At Dour, the idea is get out of the “usual
festival line ups, and many seek to
headliners + some discoveries” way of building
go elsewhere because of this. Do
a line up. We decided to exploit different music
you think there really is a difference
niches such as hip hop, dub, break core, sludge,
in quality and variation between UK
techno and drum’n’bass to name a few, and go
festivals and those outside the UK,
as far as we can in the booking of these genres.
or is it a case of “the grass is always
It results in a slightly different line up and vibe for
greener on the other side”?
the event. I think it’s what makes our DNA and
what makes people come from far away. The
secret is to create something that doesn’t exist
elsewhere.”
UK festivals goers are often described
“That’s the image we have outside of the UK of
as somewhat wild; do you think there British festival goers indeed. I’ve been to festivals
is an attitude difference between
like Benicassim where a lot of UK people go and
festival goers in the UK and those
I can confirm the feeling. Why do they drink so
outside of it?
much that early?”
Do you think there is anything UK
“We can always learn from the others. Even when
festivals could learn from festivals held you’re at the top, if you don’t try to stay creative
in other countries, and vice versa?
and open-minded, there’ll be a new festival much
cooler, much creative who will take a part of your
festival goers soon or later.”
Why do you think there is a significant “From our side, we try to keep the price as low as
price difference between festivals
possible (150€ all-inclusive for 5 days) as we’re
such as Reading & Leeds (£215) and
trying to reach a young audience for our events
festivals outside the UK?
and they don’t have an extensive wallet.”
Like many other festivals outside the UK, Dour has increased its
membership into the hundreds of thousands in recent years.
This year electronic big-timers Justice top the bill, along with
Die Antwoord and Metremony.

Some things are just better left
untouched, French Modern Chanson
being one of them. For those unversed
in the style, it’s a phenomenon that
swept much of Belgium and France
between the 1930s, all the way up to
the 1980s (though with less fervent
popularity by that point). It consisted
of emotional singers pouring their
hearts into lyric-driven ballads, usually
doused in their own tears and spittle.
The vocals are unpolished and guttural,
the simultaneous lazy lilt and suppressed
anger of the French language working
in tandem to create beautifully stirring
music.

A master of the bedraggled, heartbroken
poet genre was Jacques Brel. His work
through from the 1950s until his death
in 1978 inspired not just his native
Belgians, but some of the biggest
names in the English speaking world,
such as Marc Almond, Leonard Cohen,
and David Bowie. The latter, however
great he may have been, committed the
ultimate sin when paying direct homage
to modern Chanson – he translated it.
‘Amsterdam’, perhaps one of Brel’s most
notable songs to watch him perform, was
taken out of its raucous home language
by Bowie, and dropped with a thud into
the graceless monotony that is English.

Nevertheless, Bowie is not the worst
offender, in fact his rendition of
‘Amsterdam’ is gorgeous and moving,
but doesn’t even nip at the ankles of the
original in its full Franco glory. There are
many singers who have taken the likes
of another of Brel’s masterpieces “Ne
Me Quitte Pas” (which translates simply
to “Don’t Leave Me”), and removed it of
all its romanticism and despair just by
changing the language. Frank Sinatra,
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Dusty Springfield and everyone else that
tried their hand at the English version –
‘If You Go Away’ – could not be saved by
the beautiful melody alone. By taking it
out of French, the heart of the song was
forcibly removed and replaced with an
artificial one, shining with Hollywood
plastic and barely pumping.

A plethora of French classics, words
hailing from greats like Edith Piaf and
Jacques Prévert, have been mauled
into half the songs they used to be.
‘Les Moulins de Mon Coeur’ and ‘Les
Feuilles Mortes’ became ‘The Windmills
of Your Mind’ and “Autumn Leaves’;
already stripped of their enticing titles,
they almost don’t seem worth a listen
without the promise of soft, dreamlike
consonants and a flow any modern
rapper would envy. Of course, one
has to consider the fact that without a
translation the meaning of the song is
unclear and the story may not be fully
understood; but the wonderful thing
about Modern Chanson is that although
the lyrics are inherently picturesque and
heart-wrenching, the mood is what’s
important.

One would think that the language
shouldn’t affect the temperament of
a song, but somehow the restless,
rebellious and undeniably romantic
essence of all things French is lost when
the words are altered. Everything in
Modern Chanson is said with a sense of
gravitas, with just a hint of nihilism – a
tone that just cannot be pulled off in any
other language.
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